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Free - Take control of your music library with
your Apple TV and enjoy your movies the way
you want to. Now Get Ready To Lose Your
Mind!. american ninja 4 dublado avi torrent The
American Film. free. american ninja 4 dublado
avi torrentThe present invention relates to
integrated circuit package technology and, more
particularly, to an integrated circuit package for
electrically connecting an integrated circuit chip,
or chip carrier, to a substrate in a flip chip
configuration without the need for wire bonds
between the chip and the substrate. A flip chip is
a device wherein an integrated circuit chip, or
chip carrier, is bonded face down to a substrate
by conductive connections between bonding
pads on the chip and pads on the substrate. In a
flip chip configuration, the pads on the chip are
provided with a solder bump, such as a solder
bump in the form of a ball. The solder bump is
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then heated to form a metallurgical bond
between the chip and the substrate. Because the
chip is connected to the substrate by a flip chip
technique rather than by wire bonding, the
resulting package is generally smaller and
requires less printed circuit board area than a
conventional package. The present invention is
directed to an integrated circuit package in
which an integrated circuit chip is mounted face
down on a substrate and a plurality of solder
bumps are provided on the chip which extend
beyond the chip face in a flip chip
configuration. A plurality of conductive leads
are provided on the substrate which are
electrically coupled to conductive pads of the
chip by the solder bumps. Each lead has a lead
end having a free end and a bond end. The free
end is positioned adjacent to a location on the
surface of the substrate remote from the chip
face and the bond end is adjacent to a location
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on the surface of the substrate adjacent to the
chip face. Each lead and the pad which is
located adjacent to the chip face is connected
together by conductive wires. At least one wire,
usually multiple wires, is provided for each
conductive lead in a manner that the wire can be
broken along a path extending between the bond
end of the lead and the chip. The predetermined
breakage of the wire along the path defined by
the lead makes the lead disconnectable from the
conductive pad. A selected one of the leads is
severed along the path defined by the lead so
that the severed lead can be removed from the
package. Thus, the integrated circuit package of
the present invention makes it possible to
electrically disconnect a
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